
MANUAL



INSTALLATION
Insert the Championsheep Rally CD-ROM inside your PC CD-ROM device.  
If the installation does not start automatically, explore the content of the 
Championsheep CD-ROM and launch the installation executable file.
Follow the installation procedure on screen. 

CONTROLLER CONFIGURATION
You can play Championsheep Rally either using the keyboard or a joypad/
joystick connected to the keyboard. 
In multiplayer mode, you can play Championsheep Rally with up to 3 Joypads 
connected to the PC.
Refer to the ‘Options / Controls’ menu to set your controller preferences.

INTRODUCTION
Discover the Alps and several places all over the world driving the wackiest 
sheep of the world.
Speed and jump will be the core disciplines of this adventure.
Jump over your sheep opponents to gain speed and take advantage!! 
Be the smartest and find the shortcuts!! And when the situation gets tricky, 
just use a bonus!!

GOAL
Finish first! Finish first! Finish first! Finish first!  



SECRETS AND UNLOCKING
You can discover numerous secrets in Championsheep Rally!!
These secrets will be unveiled according to your progression in the game.

SHEEPFOLD
CHOOSE YOUR SHEEP.
This is the place to choose the Sheep to race with.
Be careful as each of them has strong abilities and weaknesses. 
A short description associated to each sheep will help you in your choice 
regarding your wish.
In the beginning of the game, four sheep amongst the most faithful will be 
available for racing and competition.
You will have to prove yourself a great player to convince more sheep to 
join the Sheepfold. 

Impress your sheep opponents in Transhumance mode in order to enrol them 
in the Sheepfold!
Two of them will join the Sheepfold if your results are remarkable enough.
If you are a great medal collector, you will enrol two more fellow sheep but 
be aware the task will not be so easy!
To impress the Great Champion, Jack himself, you will have to collect all the 
medals of every race!
If you win a Championsheep, no doubt that you will be able to enrol in the 
sheepfold the most experienced sheep!
Becoming the champion in any of the three different level of difficulty will 
give you three more available sheep in the Sheepfold. Winning the Cham-
pionsheep in its most difficult mode, the Ram mode, will give you a Great 
surprise!!



TRANSHUMANCE
ENTER THE COMPETITION IN PRESTIGIOUS RACES ALL OVER THE WORLD.
Travel around the world!
From the Alps your native soil as far as the Far West and the Great Canyon, 
show your talents to the other sheep! Impress them by winning as many 
events as possible and win respect.
For each event, you will have to finish first in order to be allowed to compete 
for the next event victory and thus carry on your travel.
But be aware that this adventure is not without danger! 
The most dangerous and ferocious enemy of the Sheepfold will also be part 
of the travel.
Winning some events in the Transhumance mode will unveil you many  
secrets.

QUICK RACE
JUST FOR FUN!
Need training? Want to boost your percentage of collected medals? Here is 
the place for you. 
Here you can compete in any race you previously unlocked in your  
Transhumance mode. 
For each race, you can choose between “regular race” in which you have to 
finish first to win, and “beware the wolf race” in which the slowest sheep of 
each lap is eaten up by the Wolf.

CHAMPIONSHEEP
WIN THE CHAMPIONSHEEP AND BECOME THE STAR OF THE SHEEP-
FOLD.
This is the most prestigious event of the Ovine race!
Every sheep is dreaming of winning the famous Championsheep Rally Gold 
Cup. 
As Jack, the Great Champion who carried off the Champion title since its 
creation, retired, every sheep is beginning to feel hopeful again.
However one has to deserve entering the competition! Just prove you  
deserve it!
There are three levels of difficulty for the Championsheep: one for Lamb, 
one for Sheep and one for Ram. The last one might unveil a surprise …



GALLERY
NICE PICTURES TO COLLECT.
Some of your victories in Transhumance mode will reward you with some nice 
Artworks representing one or more of your sheep opponents.  

BOOST START
You will remark that sometimes when starting the race, some of your  
opponents are getting a real boost start!! It is also possible for you to make 
it! Just find out the secret of the Boost start!
Hint: be concentrated as soon as “ready” appears on screen.

FLOCK
MULTIPLAYER MODE.
Want to show your friends you are the fastest and that you deserve your 
Champion title?
Here you can do it!
You can take part to all available and unlocked event in Championsheep Rally 
up to four sheep simultaneously. 
Quick race mode, Beware the Wolf race and Championsheep are proposed in 
multiplayer mode. 
A Team Championsheep mode is also proposed exclusively in multiplayer: in 
this mode, cooperation between players is key point for victory! 
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